and Kowalczykowski, 1991). In vitro, acts as a moleculated by the DNA sequence (5-GCTGGTGG-3), which lar switch to reduce degradation of the 3Ј-terminated is recognized in cis by the translocating enzyme. When strand and to direct this modified nucleolytic activity to RecBCD enzyme encounters , the intensity and polarthe 5Ј-terminated strand (Anderson and Kowalczykowity of its nuclease activity are changed, and the enzyme ski, 1997a; Dixon and Kowalczykowski, 1991, 1993). The gains the ability to load RecA protein onto the -con--modified enzyme also gains the ability to load the RecA taining, unwound single-stranded DNA. Here, we show protein, the DNA-pairing protein that acts in the next that interaction with also affects translocation by step of homologous recombination, onto the -terminated RecBCD enzyme. By observing translocation of indissDNA produced by its helicase/nuclease activity (Anvidual enzymes along single molecules of DNA, we derson and Kowalczykowski, 1997b). could see RecBCD enzyme pause precisely at . FurDue to the high translocation rate, the absence of thermore, and more unexpectedly, after pausing at , synchronicity, and the wide distribution of translocation the enzyme continues translocating but at approxirates (Bianco et al., 2001), it has not been possible to mately one-half the initial rate. We propose that interdetect any effect of recognition on the helicase activity action with results in an enzyme in which one of the of RecBCD enzyme using traditional bulk-phase assays. two motor subunits, likely the RecD motor, is uncouHowever, single-molecule analysis overcomes these pled from the holoenzyme to produce the slower translimitations by permitting direct observation of translocalocase.
, "position length of the dsDNA was measured from captured video frames and plotted as a function of time in Figure 1A .
of the pause"). The average length of the pause for this substrate was 5.4 Ϯ 3.0 s (Table 1 , "pause at "). The time trace can be divided into five distinctive phases, which are represented schematically in Figure  RecBCD enzyme continued unwinding the DNA molecule after the pause but, quite unexpectedly, at a slower 1B, and for which typical movie frames are shown in Figure 1C . Prior to the initiation of unwinding, the beadrate (phase IV). The molecule depicted in Figure 1 translocated after at a constant rate of 143 Ϯ 1 bp/s for DNA-RecBCD complex is held in the sample side of the flow cell in the absence of ATP (phase I), where the DNA over 95 s. The average rate for the nine 8K molecules that recognized was 203 Ϯ 50 bp/s (Table 1, "rate after length is constant. When the complex is moved to the ATP-containing side of the flow cell to initiate unwinding "). Furthermore, during this phase of DNA unwinding, a clearly discernable fluorescent "spot" appeared at the (phase II), a rapid shortening of the dsDNA is observed. This phase corresponds to the translocation of RecBCD end of the DNA molecule ( Figure 1C , panel IV, and video in Supplemental Data). This fluorescent ellipsoid both enzyme along, and the consequent unwinding and degradation of, both strands of the dsDNA prior to , retranslocated with the enzyme and grew in intensity (but was also subject to time-dependent photobleaching; sulting in displacement of YOYO-1 from the dsDNA. This particular RecBCD enzyme traveled at 906 Ϯ 20 bp/s, Figure 1C , white arrow in panel V). Although YOYO-1 is commonly assumed to be a dsDNA-specific intercalata velocity that is faster than average but within the range typically observed in this study. The average rate of ing dye, it intercalates into regions of DNA secondary structure within ssDNA, and it also displays an alternaunwinding (Ϯ one standard deviation) for 11 enzymes was 540 Ϯ 260 bp/s at 23ЊC ( other criteria (our unpublished data) lead us to suspect that fluorescent ellipsoid is the expected -containing Because was reported to have no effect on DNA translocation by RecBCD enzyme (Dohoney and Gelles, ssDNA that is generated after recognition by the attenuated-nuclease form of the enzyme; however, the physi-2001), we were surprised to observe a 5.0 Ϯ 0. Table 1 ), whereas rates after (blue bars) are only for molecules that displayed a pause at . The data were fit to Gaussian distribution curves with the following parameters: mean rate ϭ 598 Ϯ 34 bp/s, standard deviation ϭ 210 Ϯ 35 bp/s before , and mean rate ϭ 309 Ϯ 14 bp/s, standard deviation ϭ 121 Ϯ 14 bp/sec after . (B) Scatter plot to illustrate the absence of correlation between rates before and after recognition. and position of the pause were extracted from the secvariation was observed in the pauses of individual enzymes: the longest observed pause was 15.6 s, while ond segment. This analysis was used for all of the data that are summarized in Table 1 and that are also prethe shortest was 0.8 s (see Supplemental Tables S1-S3 for details). sented in detail as Supplemental Data.
The Correct Orientation of Is Required RecBCD Enzyme Pauses Precisely at for Alteration of Translocation To confirm that the observed pause was indeed depen-
by RecBCD Helicase dent, we designed DNA substrates essentially identical In addition to the correctly oriented that is 8.2 kb to the 8K DNA but with positioned at different disfrom the free DNA end, the 8K molecules contained an tances from the DNA end. These substrates were desigadditional positioned approximately 7 kb from the DNA nated as Table 1): 7K(8K) DNA con-8K in Figure 1A ). Since modifies the nuclease activity tains in the correct orientation at two locations, apof RecBCD enzyme only when the enzyme approaches proximately 7 and 8.2 kb from the DNA end; 3K DNA from the correct direction (its 3Ј side), this reversed contains at approximately 3.3 kb and also a reverse locus should not be recognized (Taylor et al., 1985) . As at 2.1 kb from the DNA end; rev DNA has at 7 and expected, no alteration of RecBCD translocation at 7 8.2 kb, both in the reverse orientation; and 0 DNA is kb was observed, indicating that both the pause and devoid of . reduction in the translocation rate were specific to a Unwinding of the 8K DNA molecule that was shown correctly oriented sequence. Additionally, no pause in Figure 1A is compared in Figure 2 to a 7K(8K) and to at 2.1 kb was observed when the 3K substrate was used a 0 DNA molecule (parameters for the unwinding of all (Supplemental Table S3 ) was examined. We observed that 10 of 11 RecBCD enzymes translocating through 7K(8K) paused end, and 2.0 Ϯ 0.9 s when was positioned 3.3 kb from the DNA end (Table 1 , "pause at "). Considerable at 7K (Table S2) . Notably, none of the ten enzymes that after recognition provides another piece of evidence supporting this hypothesis. The mean rate of DNA unbp/s prior to recognition, and it decreased to 309 Ϯ 14 bp/sec after interaction with . This represents a winding after was approximately one-half of the initial rate (Table 1) . Interestingly, while the unwinding rate of 2-fold change in translocation velocity that is attributable to the -induced modification. Interestingly, when RecBC enzyme has never been determined accurately, perhaps it is not coincidental that it is approximately the behavior of individual enzymes was compared (Figure 4B) , no correlation between the two rates was ob-2-fold lower than that of the RecBCD holoenzyme (Korangy and Julin, 1994; Rinken et al., 1992; and our unserved: some of the enzymes that translocated relatively fast before proceeded after the pause more slowly published data). A persistent change in the translocation velocity of a than the mean, whereas some slower enzymes translocated after the pause with a faster than average rate.
DNA motor protein in response to signal embedded in the DNA is without precedent. Here, we present a model However, in all cases where was recognized, the translocation rate after was always slower than the rate with two possibilities that offer a molecular explanation for this phenomenon ( Figure 5 ). RecBCD holoenzyme is prior to interacting with (Figure 4B ), indicating that recognition results either in uncoupling of a factor known to be a bipolar helicase driven by two motors, 
